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Abstract
This paper gives the optimal order l of smoothness in the Mihlin and Ho¨rmander conditions
for operator-valued Fourier multiplier theorems. This optimal order l is determined by the
geometry of the underlying Banach spaces (e.g. Fourier type). This requires a new approach to
such multiplier theorems, which in turn leads to rather weak assumptions formulated in terms
of Besov norms.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, operator-valued multiplier theorems have had many applications
in the theory of evolutions equations, in particular in connection with: maximal
regularity of parabolic equations [4,6,10,21,34,35], stability theory [16,24,33], elliptic
operators on inﬁnite-dimensional state spaces [3], and pseudo-differential operators
on manifolds with singularities [29]. In these applications one often has a multiplier
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function m; from RN into the space BðXÞ of bounded operators on a Banach space
X ; such that Mihlin’s condition holds, that is, the set
tl :¼ fjtjjajDamðtÞ: tARN \f0g; jajplg ð1:1Þ
is norm bounded in BðXÞ and then one wants to conclude that the operator
Tm : SðRN ; XÞ-S0ðRN ; XÞ given by Tm f :¼ ½m bf 
3;
deﬁned on the Schwartz class, extends to a bounded operator on LqðRN ; X Þ for
1oqoN:
It is a classical result of Schwartz (cf. [5, Section 6.1]) that such an extension exists
if X is a Hilbert space and l ¼ ½N=2
 þ 1: Furthermore, Pisier showed that Hilbert
spaces are the only Banach spaces for which the boundedness of tl is sufﬁcient for
the Mihlin theorem to hold; he showed that such spaces must have type 2 and cotype
2. Bourgain [9] showed that, for a scalar-valued multiplier function m and N ¼ 1;
Mihlin’s theorem holds if and only if X is a UMD Banach space. This result was
extended to higher dimensions in [25,37] with l ¼ N: For operator-valued multiplier
functions, it was ﬁrst shown in [31,35] that for a UMD Banach space X and
l ¼ N; R-boundedness of tl is sufﬁcient for Mihlin’s theorem to hold. Recall that tl
is R-bounded if there is a constant C so that for each nAN; subset fTjgnj¼1 of tl ; and















where frjgj are the Rademacher functions. For variants of these multiplier theorems,
see [4,10,15].
This paper presents a new method of proof which allows for the determination of
the optimal smoothness of the multiplier function; indeed, the best exponent l in (1.1)
for a given Banach space X depends on the geometry of X ; speciﬁcally, on its
Fourier type. Recall that a Banach space X has Fourier type pA [1,2] provided the
Fourier transform deﬁnes a bounded operator from LpðXÞ into Lp0 ðX Þ; i.e. the
Hausdorff Young inequality holds for the exponent p:
Corollary 4.4 shows that Mihlin’s theorem holds with l ¼ ½N=p
 þ 1 if X is a
UMD space with Fourier type p: Since a Hilbert space has Fourier type 2, one
recovers Schwartz’s result. Since each UMD space has Fourier type p for some p41;
one obtains the results in [31,35] with l ¼ N: If X is a subspace of an LqðOÞ space,
then X has Fourier type p ¼ minðq; q0Þ and so one may use l ¼ ½N=p
 þ 1; hence, the
l in (1.1) improves (i.e. decreases) as q tends towards 2. Furthermore, the exponent
l ¼ ½N=p
 þ 1 is best possible for Lp spaces.
The main result of this paper, Theorem 4.1, is a general multiplier theorem. This
theorem’s assumption, which uses vector-valued Besov spaces, may not look very
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attractive at ﬁrst sight; indeed, the assumption is stated in a rather general form.
However, this formulation allows as fairly easy corollaries (see Corollaries 4.4, 4.10
and 4.11) vector-valued generalizations of several classical multiplier theorems
conditions (a` la Mihlin, Ho¨rmander, or Lipschitz estimates); the latter corollary
gives, for scalar-valued multiplier functions, an improvement of Bourgain’s original
result in [9]. Theorem 4.1 also gives multiplier theorems in Sobolev spaces, H1ðX Þ;
and BMOðX Þ; see Corollaries 4.6 and 4.9.
Section 3 prepares for the proof of the main result of this paper. Bourgain’s work
[9] leads to a variant of the Littlewood–Paley decomposition (Corollary 3.3) and
some precise norm estimates for scalar multiplier functions (Proposition 3.6). Also
needed is a sharping, Corollaries 3.10 and 3.11, of results in [13] on Fourier estimates
on Besov spaces. Section 2 collects necessary deﬁnitions (such as UMD and Fourier
type) and some basic properties of these classes of Banach spaces.
Analogous results for multiplier theorems on Besov spaces Bsq;rðRN ; X Þ are
contained in [13]. In this setting, the proofs are much more elementary and the UMD
assumption and R-boundedness are not necessary. The new technique developed in
this paper can also be used to prove boundedness results for singular integral
operators (see [18]).
2. Deﬁnitions and notation
Notation is standard. Throughout this paper X ; Y ; Z are Banach spaces over
the ﬁeld C and X  is the (topological) dual space of X : The space BðX ; YÞ of
bounded linear operators from X to Y is endowed with the usual uniform operator
topology, unless otherwise stated. The Bochner–Lebesgue space LpðRN ; XÞ;
where 1pppN; is endowed with its usual norm topology. The space
ClðRN \ f0g; XÞ of functions f : RN \ f0g-X so that Daf is continuous and bounded
for jajplAN0 is endowed with the usual supremum norm of f : If convenient and
confusion seems unlikely, the various function spaces EðRN ; XÞ in this paper are
denoted simply by just EðXÞ or E; with the exception of the Schwartz class function
space. N ¼ f1; 2;yg is the set of natural numbers while N0 ¼ f0g,N: If s is a
positive real number, then ½s
 :¼ maxfnAN0: npsg: The conjugate exponent p0 of
pA½1;N
 is given by 1
p
þ 1
p0 ¼ 1: Non-numerical subscripts on constants indicate
dependency.
The Schwartz class SðRN ; X Þ; or simply SðX Þ; is the space of X -valued rapidly
decreasing smooth functions j on RN ; equipped with its usual topology generated by
seminorms. As customary, SðRN ;CÞ is often denoted by just S: Recall SðXÞ is
norm dense in LqðX Þ when 1pqoN: The space of X -valued tempered distributions
S0ðRN ; XÞ is the space of continuous linear operators L : S-X ; equipped with the
bounded convergence topology. Each mALqðRN ; XÞ; where 1pqpN; deﬁnes an
LmAS0ðRN ; XÞ by LmðjÞ :¼
R
RN
jðtÞmðtÞ dt; when convenient and confusion seems
unlikely, such a function m is identiﬁed with Lm:
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It is well-known that the Fourier transform F : SðX Þ-SðX Þ deﬁned by
ðFjÞðtÞ  bjðtÞ :¼ Z
RN
eitsjðsÞ ds
is an isomorphism whose inverse is given by




where jASðXÞ and tARN : Also, the Fourier transformF : S0ðXÞ-S0ðXÞ deﬁned
by
ðFLÞðjÞ  bLðjÞ :¼ LðbjÞ where LAS0ðX Þ; jAS
is an isomorphism whose inverse is given by ðF1LÞðjÞ  LˇðjÞ :¼ Lð $jÞ: The set
SoðXÞ :¼ fjASðXÞ: supp bj is compact; 0e supp bjg
is norm dense in LpðXÞ for each 1opoN (cf. [37, Lemma 2.3]).
For completeness a proof of the following fact is included.
Fact 2.1. Let fAL1ðRN ; XÞ with N41: Define FAL1ðR; L1ðRN1; X ÞÞ by
FðtÞðuÞ ¼ f ðt; uÞ for uARN1 and a:e: tAR:
If the (N-dimensional) Fourier transform bf of f has support in
KNðrÞ :¼ fðv1;y; vNÞARN : jvj jprg;
then the (one-dimensional) Fourier transform bF of F has support in ½r; r
:
Proof. It sufﬁces to show Fact 2.1 for the case X ¼ C; indeed, just consider
functions of the form x 3 f for xAX :





hj  hjjK1ðrÞASðR;CÞ and kj  kjjKN1ðrÞASðRN1;CÞ;
then f ¼Pmj¼1 hˇj kˇj and bFðtÞðuÞ ¼Pmj¼1 hjðtÞkˇjðuÞ; so, supp bFC½r; r
:
For a general fAL1ðRN ;CÞ with supp bfCKNðrÞ; approximate bf by functions gn of
the special form in (2.1) in the L2ðRN ;CÞ-norm. It then follows from Plancherel’s
Theorem, ﬁrst applied in L2ðRN ;CÞ and then applied in L2ðR; L2ðRN1;CÞÞ; that
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bF can be approximated in the L2ðR; L2ðRN1;CÞÞ-norm by functions with support in
½r; r
: Hence supp bFC½r; r
: &
The derivative, translation, and dilation properties ofF andF1 that hold in the
scalar-valued case also hold in the vector-valued case. However, the Hausdorff–
Young inequality need not hold; thus, one has to consider the following class of
Banach spaces that was introduced by Peetre [26].
Deﬁnition 2.2. Let 1ppp2: A Banach space X has Fourier type p provided the
Fourier transform F deﬁnes a bounded linear operator from LpðRN ; XÞ to
Lp0 ðRN ; XÞ for some (and thus then, by [20], for each) NAN: The Fourier type
constant Fp;NðXÞ of X is then the norm of FABðLpðRN ; XÞ; Lp0 ðRN ; X ÞÞ:
Remark 2.3. The simple estimate jjFf ðtÞjjXpjj f jjL1ðX Þ shows that each Banach
space X has Fourier type 1 with F1;NðXÞ ¼ 1: The notion becomes more
restrictive as p increases to 2. A Banach space has Fourier type 2 if and only if it
is isomorphic to a Hilbert space [22]. A space LqððO;S; mÞ;RÞ has Fourier type
p ¼ minðq; q0Þ [26]. If X has Fourier type pA[1,2] and ppqpp0; then Fp;NðX Þ ¼
Fp;NðX Þ ¼Fp;NðLqðRN ; XÞÞ for each NAN: (cf. [13]). Each closed subspace (by
deﬁnition) and each quotient space (by duality) of a Banach space X has the same
Fourier type as X : Each uniformly convex Banach space has some non-trivial
Fourier type p41:
Deﬁnition 2.4. Let 1oqoN and m : RN \ f0g-BðX ; YÞ be a bounded measurable
function. Consider the LNðRN ; Y Þ functions
Tm f :¼ ½m bf 
3ALNðRN ; YÞ for fASðRN ; XÞ: ð2:2Þ
Then m is a Fourier multiplier from LqðRN ; XÞ to LqðRN ; Y Þ provided there is a
constant C so that
jjTm f jjLqðRN ;YÞpC jj f jjLqðRN ;XÞ for each fASðRN ; XÞ;
in which case, the operator TmABðLqðRN ; XÞ; LqðRN ; YÞÞ uniquely determined by
(2.2) is the Fourier multiplier operator induced by m:
Since multiplier theorems need not, in general, extend from the scalar case to the
Banach space case, the class of UMD Banach spaces is considered. There are several
(equivalent) formulations of this geometric property of a Banach space; below is one
which is pertinent to the setting here.
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Deﬁnition 2.5. A Banach space X is a UMD space if and only if the Hilbert
transform
Hf ðtÞ ¼ PV 
Z
f ðsÞ
t  s ds; fASðX Þ
extends to a bounded operator on LpðR; XÞ for some (and thus then for each)
pAð1;NÞ:
Thus X is a UMD space if and only if m : R \ f0g-BðX ; X Þ given by mðtÞ ¼
signðtÞ IX is a Fourier multiplier on LpðR; XÞ for some (and thus then for each)
pAð1;NÞ:
Remark 2.6. (a) LqððO;S; mÞ;RÞ spaces, where 1oqoN; are examples of UMD
spaces. Closed subspaces of, the dual of, and quotient spaces of a UMD space are
UMD spaces. If X has UMD and 1oqoN; then LqðRN ; X Þ has UMD (cf., e.g.,
[1, Theorem 4.5.2]).
(b) A UMD space has a uniformly convex renorming. A space with a uniformly
convex renorming is reﬂexive and B-convex. Bourgain [7,9] has shown that each B-
convex Banach space has some non-trivial Fourier type p41:
The notion (cf. [35]) of R-boundedness, which provides a vector-valued substitute
for Kahane’s contraction principle, is needed to extend scalar-valued multiplier
theorems to operator-valued multiplier theorems.
Notation 2.7. Let fekgkAz be a sequence of f1;þ1g-valued, independent, symmetric
random variables on some probability space ðO;S; mÞ: For example, one can take an
enumeration of the sequence frngnAN of Rademacher functions where rnðuÞ ¼
sign sinð2npuÞ on [0,1]. Let fekg and fe0kg be independent copies of f1;þ1g-valued,
independent, symmetric random variables.
Deﬁnition 2.8. Let tCBðX ; YÞ and pA½1;NÞ: The number RpðtÞ is the smallest of
the constants RA½0;N
 with the property that, for each nAN and subset fTjgnj¼1 of t



















The set t is R-bounded provided RpðtÞ is ﬁnite for some (and thus then, by Kahane’s
inequality, for each) pA½1;NÞ: In this case, RpðtÞ is called the Rp-bound of t:
The Banach space notion of RadðXÞ provides a convenient way to view
R-boundedness.
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ejðÞxj : O-X is convergent in L2ðO; XÞ
( )
:











RadpðX Þ is a Banach space. When confusion seems unlikely, RadpðX Þ is denoted by
just RadðXÞ: Much can be found about RadðXÞ in the literature (see, e.g. [11]).




deﬁnes an element in BðRadpðX Þ;RadpðYÞÞ for some (or equivalently, for each)
pA½1;NÞ; in which case, RpðfTjgjAZÞ ¼ jj eT jjBðRadpðX Þ;RadpðYÞÞ:
(b) If X has Fourier type p then so does RadðX Þ: If X has UMD then so does
RadðXÞ: This follows from Remarks 2.3, 2.6, and the fact that RadðXÞ is a subspace
of L2ðXÞ:
(c) Note that fxjgjAZARadðXÞ if and only if the series
Pj¼n
j¼n ejðÞxj con-
verges almost surely. If X does not (isomorphically) contain c0 and
supn jj
Pj¼n
j¼n ejðÞxjjjLpðX Þ is ﬁnite for some pA½1;NÞ; then fxjgjAZARadðXÞ:
Besov spaces serve as a tool in this paper (see [14] for further details).
Among the many equivalent descriptions of Besov spaces, the most useful
one in this context is given in terms of the so-called Littlewood–Paley decomposition.
Roughly speaking, this means that one considers fAS0ðX Þ as a distributional
sum f ¼Pk fk of analytic functions fk :¼ $jk  f whose Fourier transforms
have support in dyadic-like intervals fsupp jkgk and then deﬁnes the Besov
norm in terms of the fk’s. Here, fjkgkAN0 is a partition of unity chosen as
follows.
Notation 2.11. Take a non-negative function cASðR;RÞ that has support
in ½21; 2
 and satisﬁes PkAZ cð2ksÞ ¼ 1 for each sAR \ f0g: Let jkðtÞ :¼ cð2kjtjÞ
if kAN and j0ðtÞ :¼ 1
P
kAN jkðtÞ: Note that jkASðRN ;RÞ for each
kAN0:
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Deﬁnition 2.12. Let 1pq; rpN and the smoothness index sAR: The Besov space
Bsq;rðRN ; XÞ is the space of all fAS0ðRN ; X Þ for which
jj f jjBsq;rðRN ;X Þ :¼ jjf2
ksð $jk  f ÞgNk¼0jjcrðLqðX ÞÞ ð2:3Þ
is ﬁnite. Bsq;rðRN ; XÞ; together with the norm in (2.3), is a Banach space.
Different choices of fjkg’s lead to equivalent norms on Bsq;rðRN ; XÞ (cf. [27,
Lemma 3.2]). Weighted Besov spaces will give a precise estimate for the Fourier
transform on Besov spaces.
Deﬁnition 2.13. Let 1pqpN and A ¼ fakgkAN0 be a sequence of non-negative real
numbers. Then BAq ðRN ; XÞ is the space of all fAS0ðRN ; XÞ for which $jk 
fALqðRN ; XÞ for each kAN0 and
jj f jjBAq ðRN ;X Þ :¼
X
kAN0
akjj $jk  f jjLqðRN ;X Þ ð2:4Þ
is ﬁnite. BAq ðRN ; XÞ; endowed with the norm in (2.4), is normed linear space.
Other function spaces are also considered in this paper.
Deﬁnition 2.14. Let 1pqpN and mAN0: The Sobolev space W mq ðRN ; X Þ is
W mq ðRN ; X Þ :¼ f fAS0ðRN ; X Þ: DafALqðRN ; XÞ for each aANN0 with jajpmg;
equipped with the norm
jj f jjW mq ðRN ;X Þ :¼
X
0pjajpm
jjDaf jjLqðRN ;X Þ:
It is well-known that the Sobolev spaces are Banach spaces. For more information
regarding Besov and Sobolev spaces, see [2,13,27,28].
Deﬁnition 2.15. Let 1oqoN and sAR: The Bessel potential Js : SðRN ; X Þ-
SðRN ; XÞ is given by Jsf :¼ ½ð1þ j  j2Þs=2bf ðÞ
3: The fractional Sobolev
space HsqðRN ; XÞ is the completion of SðRN ; XÞ with respect to the norm
jj f jjHsqðRN ;X Þ :¼ jjJ
sf jjLqðRN ;XÞ:
The Banach spaces HsqðRN ; XÞ are also called Liouville spaces and Bessel potential
spaces. If X has UMD then Hnq ðRN ; X Þ ¼ W nq ðRN ; XÞ for qAð1;NÞ and nAN
(see [32, (15.55)]).
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Deﬁnition 2.16. Let X be a Banach space.
(a) For a locally integrable function f :RN-X let





jj f ðtÞ  fQjjX dt; ð2:5Þ
where the sup is taken over all cubes of RN and fQ ¼ jQj1
R
Q
f ðtÞ dt: BMOðXÞ is the
space of such functions f for which jj f jjBMOðXÞ is ﬁnite, endowed with the seminorm
given by (2.5).
(b) A function aALNðRN ; XÞ is an atom if a is supported in a cube Q
and
R
aðtÞ dt ¼ 0 and jjajjLNpjQj1: The Hardy space H1ðRN ; XÞ is the space of all
fAL1ðRN ; XÞ which can be represented as f ¼
P
n lnan; where flngnAc1 and each an
is an atom. The norm jj f jjH1 is the inﬁmum of
P
n jlnj over all such representations.
(c) The weak-L1 space L
wk




ðRN ;X Þ :¼ sup
l40
lmðftARN : jj f ðtÞjjX4lgÞoN: ð2:6Þ
It is well-known that the expression jj  jjLwk
1
in (2.6) is a quasi-norm on Lwk1 ðRN ; XÞ
with
jj f þ gjjLwk
1
ðRN ;X Þp2½jj f jjLwk
1




The balls with respect to jj  jjLwk
1
deﬁne a linear topology on Lwk1 ðRN ; X Þ and
Lwk1 ðRN ; XÞ; endowed with this topology, is a quasi-Banach space.
3. Steps towards multiplier theorems
Bourgain [8, N ¼ 1], and in the higher dimensional case McConnell [25] and
Zimmermann [37], showed a generalization of the Mihlin’s multiplier theorem:
Theorem 3.2. The following notation simpliﬁes the statements of their result and
results to follow.
Notation 3.1. Let MNl ðXÞ be the set of all measurable functions m : RN\f0g-X
whose distributional derivatives Dam are represented by measurable functions for
each aANN0 with jajpl and
jjmjjMN
l
ðXÞ :¼ supfjtjjajjjDamðtÞjjX : tARN\f0g; aANN0 ; jajplgoN
where lAN0:
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Theorem 3.2 (Bourgain [8], McConnell [25], Zimmermann [37]). Let X be a UMD
space and 1oqoN: If mAMNNðCÞ then mðÞ IX is a Fourier multiplier from
LqðRN ; XÞ to LqðRN ; X Þ with jjTmjjpCX ;N;qjjmjjMN
N
ðCÞ:
Multiplier theorems such as Theorem 3.2 imply Littlewood–Paley decompositions
such as Corollary 3.3. (Recall that fekgkAZ was deﬁned in Notation 2.7.)
Corollary 3.3. Let X be a UMD space and 1oqoN: Let W0ASðRN ;RÞ be a non-
negative function that satisfies, for some nAN;
supp W0CftARN : 2lpjtjp2Lg for some l; LAZ;
X
kAZ
WkðtÞ ¼ 1 for each tARN\f0g where WkðtÞ :¼ W0ð2nktÞ:
Then there is a constant C ¼ CX ;N;q;W0 so that
1
C
jj f jjLqðRN ;X ÞpEe
X
kAZ






pCjj f jjLqðRN ;XÞ ð3:1Þ
for each fALqðRN ; XÞ:




ekðuÞWkðÞ :RN \f0g-C: ð3:2Þ
Note that, for a ﬁxed ARN \f0g; there are at most Ll
n
þ 1 non-zero summands in
































ðCÞjj f jjLqðXÞ ð3:3Þ
for fASðX Þ: This gives the desired upper estimate in (3.1).
As usual one obtains the lower estimate from (3.3) and the corresponding
inequality for X : Since supp Wk and supp Wkþj can overlap only for j jjoLln ; for each
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emð $Wmþj  gÞ;
X
kAZ









































by Kahane’s inequality and (3.3) applied to gALq0 ðX Þ: Supping over all gASoðX Þ
with jjgjjLq0 ðXÞp1 gives the lower estimate in (3.1). &
Notation 3.4. There is (cf. e.g. [5, Lemma 6.1.7]) a non-negative function
f0ASðRN ;RÞ satisfying
supp f0CftARN : 21pjtjp21g;
X
kAZ
fkðtÞ ¼ 1 for each tARN\f0g; where fkðtÞ :¼ f0ð2ktÞ:
Thus one can take W0  f0 in Corollary 3.3.
Note that
suppfkCftARN : 2k1pjtjp2kþ1g;
thus, supp fk and suppfkþj can overlap only for jAf1; 0; 1g: So ﬁx jAf1; 0; 1g
and let
c0 :¼ fj1 þ fj þ fjþ1;
ckðÞ :¼ c0ð23kÞ for each kAZ:
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Then
supp c0CftARN : 2 j2pjtjp2 jþ2g;
ck ¼ fjþ3k1 þ fjþ3k þ fjþ3kþ1 for each kAZ:
Thus one can also take W0  c0 in Corollary 3.3. Note that if
supp hCftARN : 2 jþ3n1pjtjp2 jþ3nþ1g;
then
hck ¼




The next lemma transfers [8, Lemma 10] from T to RN :
Lemma 3.5. Let X be a UMD space and 1opoN: Consider translations ftyj sgmj¼1;
LpðRN ; XÞ{f !
tyj sðtyj s f ÞðÞ :¼ f ð þ yjsÞALpðRN ; XÞ;
for yjAR and a fixed unit (in Euclidean norm) vector sARN : Let fjALpðRN ; XÞ satisfy































Proof. Without loss of generality, f fjgmj¼1CSðRN ; X Þ: Indeed, for each
fALpðRN ; XÞ with supp bfCBNðrÞ there is a sequence gnASðRN ; XÞ; with gn-f in
Lp-norm, along with jASðRN ;CÞ such that supp jCBNðr þ eÞ and j  1 on BNðrÞ;
thus, $j  gn-f in Lp-norm and suppð $j  gnÞ4CBNðr þ eÞ:
Step 1: Reduction to the one-dimensional case. Since the LpðRN ; XÞ-norm is
invariant under rotations, it sufﬁces to take s ¼ e1 :¼ ð1; 0;y; 0ÞARN : If N41; then
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deﬁne FjALpðR; LpðRN1; XÞÞ-L1ðR; L1ðRN1; XÞÞ by
FjðtÞðuÞ ¼ fjðt; uÞ for uARN1 and a:e: tAR:
Then supp bFjC½rj; rj
 by Fact 1. If Lemma 3.5 holds in the one-dimensional case,






































Thus, without loss of generality, N ¼ 1 and s ¼ e1AR1:


















i.e., the nth Fourier coefﬁcient bFeðnÞ of Fe with respect to the discrete Fourier
transform on L1ðp; pÞ is 12p bf ðenÞ:
For a ﬁxed yARZ p
p
jje11p Feðs þ eyÞjjpX ds !er0 Z N
N
jj f ðt þ yÞjjpX dt: ð3:6Þ
To see (3.6), ﬁrst note that, by (3.4),Z p
p
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jj f ðt þ yÞjjpX dt !er0 Z N
N
jj f ðt þ yÞjjpX dt:
Next, estimate the remaining terms in (3.7) for ejyjop=2 using the fact that, since







































































If supp bfjC½rj; rj
; then by (3.5), suppððFjÞeÞ4C½rje ; rje 
: If jyjjoKrj and rjþ1rj X2; then,
for e small enough, there is a strictly increasing sequence fnjgmj¼1 of positive integers
so that 2nj1orjep2nj and thus jeyjjo Krj=ep2K2nj : Hence by Bourgain [8, Lemma 10]






















for e small enough. Letting er0 in (3.8) and (3.9) ﬁnishes the proof. &
Lemma 3.5 leads to the following corollary to Theorem 3.2.
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Proposition 3.6. Let X be a UMD space, fakgkAz be a sequence from C with jakjp1;
and 1oqoN: Fix hAMNNðCÞ:





is a Fourier multiplier on LqðRN ; X Þ with jjTnjjpCX ;N;q djjhjjMN
N
ðCÞ:





is a Fourier multiplier on LqðRN ; X Þ with jjTms jjpCX ;N;q lnð2þ jsjÞjjhjjMN
N
ðCÞ:
Proof. Throughout this proof, the Ci’s are constants that depend on at most: X ; N;
and q: To simplify notation, letM :¼ MNNðCÞ: Note that hðaÞAM and jjhðaÞjjM ¼
jjhjjM for each a40:
Part (a) follows easily from Theorem 3.2: indeed, the support of hðbkÞ overlaps
with the support of hðbmÞ only if jm  kjo2d; hence, nAM and jjnjjMp4djjhjjM:
Now to show part (b). Note that the function hsð3Þ :¼ exp ðis  3Þ hð3Þ is inM with
jjhsjjMpC1½maxf1; jsjNg
jjhjjM for some constant C1 that is independent of s: So the
desired conclusion for jsjp1 follows from part (a).
Thus assume that jsj41:




aktkðhˇk  f Þ;
where
LqðRN ; XÞ{g!tk ðtkgÞðÞ :¼ gð þ 2ksÞALqðRN ; XÞ
and
hkðÞ :¼ hð2kÞ;
which is a Fourier multiplier on LqðRN ; X Þ by part (a). Thus, by the Littlewood–
Paley decomposition Corollary 3.3, for an appropriate choice of W0 (e.g., W0 ¼ c0
of Notation 3.4 so that for then Wkh3nþj ¼ dk;nh3nþjÞ;
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Thus, by Kahane’s contraction principle, Lemma 3.5, and then part (a),
jjTms f jjLqðRN ;X Þp 6C2E
X
kAZ















pC4 lnð2þ jsjÞjjhjjMjj f jjLqðRN ;X Þ:
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.6. &
The logarithmic estimate in Proposition 3.6(b) enters the proof of the next result,
which is a centerpiece of the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Proposition 3.7. Let X have UMD and 1oqoN: Let k :RN-BðX ; Y Þ be a strongly
integrable function such that




gjjLq0 ðRN ;XÞwðsÞ dspAjjgjjLq0 ðRN ;YÞ for each gALq0 ðR
N ; Y Þ; ð3:11Þ
where wðÞ :¼ lnð2þ j  jÞ: Set kjðÞ :¼ 2Nj kð2 jÞ:




ajkjðÞ :RN-BðX ; Y Þ; ð3:12Þ
the operator
Tf :¼ L  f for fASðRN ; X Þ
extends to a bounded operator T : LqðRN ; XÞ-LqðRN ; Y Þ with jjT jjpCX ;N;qA:










pCX ;N;qAjj f jjLqðRN ;X Þ: ð3:13Þ
Also, if Y does not contain c0; then the summand in (3.13) can be taken over jAZ:
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Proof. Recall that the fk’s were deﬁned in Notation 3.4.
Since k is strongly integrable, f-kj  f is a bounded operator from L1ðRN ; XÞ to
L1ðRN ; YÞ: Fix qAð1;NÞ:
Fix f ¼Pmi¼1 xigi with xiAX and giASðRN ;CÞ and mAN: Let hj :¼ fj1 þ fj þ
fjþ1; note that hj ¼ 1 on suppfj : Put fj :¼ hˇj  f : Note that ½kj  fj
4 ¼ bkjhjbf ¼bkj bf ¼ ½kj  f 
4 by (3.10). Thus, for a.e. tARN ;
ðL  f ÞðtÞ ¼
X
jAZ























kðsÞðmˇs  f ÞðtÞ ds; ð3:14Þ
where tagðÞ :¼ gð  aÞ and msðtÞ :¼
P
j aj expðis2j tÞh0ð2j tÞ: By Proposition 3.6
jjmˇs  f jjLqðRN ;XÞpCwðsÞjj f jjLqðRN ;X Þ ð3:15Þ
for some constant C ¼ CX ;N;qjjf0jjMN
N
ðCÞ: If gALq0 ðRN ; Y Þ; then by (3.14), (3.15),
and (3.11)









gjjLq0 ðXÞjjmˇs  f jjLqðXÞ ds
pCAjjgjjLq0 ðYÞjj f jjLqðXÞ: ð3:16Þ
Thus jjL  f jjLqðRN ;Y ÞpCAjj f jjLqðRN ;X Þ: Hence part (a) holds.
Part (b) follows formally from part (a). Indeed, for a ﬁxed nAN and uAO; deﬁne
Lu;nðÞ :¼
Pn













jjLu;n  f jjLqðRN ;Y Þ dupCX ;N;qAjj f jjLqðRN ;X Þ: ð3:17Þ
If Y does not contain c0; then LqðRN ; YÞ does not contain c0 [23] and so, by Remark
2.10(c), the sum in (3.17) can be taken over jAZ: Thus part (b) holds. &
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Remark 3.8. (a) In Proposition 3.7, if (3.11) is replaced byR
RN
jjkðsÞjjBðX ;Y ÞwðsÞ dspA; then this modiﬁed version of Proposition 3.7 remains
true.
(b) In Proposition 3.7, if:
(1) in addition, Y also has UMD,
(2) in addition, the function kðÞ :¼ ½kðÞ
 :RN-BðY ; X Þ is strongly
integrable.








jjkðsÞgjjLrðXÞwðsÞ dspAjjgjjLrðYÞ for each gALrðRN ; Y Þ and 1orp2;
(4) CX ;N;q is replaced by CX ;Y ;N;q;
then this modiﬁed version of Proposition 3.7 remains true (for each qAð1;NÞ).
Proof of Remark 3.8. (a) Indeed, the calculation in (3.16) can then be replaced
by
jjL  f jjLqðYÞ ¼
Z
RN










jjkðsÞjjBðX ;YÞwðsÞ dspCAjj f jjLqðX Þ
with the help of (3.14) and (3.15).
(b) If qA½2;N), then the modiﬁed Proposition 3.7 follows from the
original Proposition 3.7 since condition (ii) implies (3.11). So ﬁx qAð1; 2

and consider a function L of the form (3.12). Since X and Y are UMD spaces,
they are reﬂexive. Applying the original Proposition 3.7 to k gives, by condition (i),
that
K f :¼ ½LðÞ
  ½ f ðÞ
 for fASðRN ; Y Þ
extends to a bounded operator K : Lq0 ðRN ; Y Þ-Lq0 ðRN ; X Þ with jjK jjpCY;N;q0A:
Since X and Y are reﬂexive, K is inBðLqðXÞ; LqðYÞÞ and K restricted toSðRN ; XÞ
is LðÞ  f ðÞ: &
In the proof of Theorem 4.1, the assumptions Remark 3.8(b) will be checked by
applying estimates of the operator norm of the Fourier transform on Besov spaces.
The Hausdorff–Young inequality holding in spaces with Fourier type gives a starting
point for such norm estimates.
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Corollary 3.9 (Girardi and Weis [13]). Let X have Fourier type pA [1,2]. Then the
Fourier transform defines a bounded operator
F : B
N=p
p;1 ðRN ; XÞ-L1ðRN ; X Þ: ð3:18Þ
Furthermore, the norm of F is bounded above by a constant depending only on
Fp;NðX Þ:
A sharping of this result, in the spirit of the logarithmic estimate in Proposition
3.6, is needed in this paper. Recall that BAp was given in Deﬁnition 2.13 and fjkgkAN0
was given in Notation 2.11.
Corollary 3.10. Let w :RN-½0;NÞ be a measurable function so that
ak :¼ 2Nk=pjjwwsupp jk jjLNðRN ;RÞoN for each kAN0:
Set A :¼ fakgkAN0 : If X has Fourier type pA [1,2] then the Fourier transform defines a
bounded operator
F : BAp ðRN ; X Þ-L1ððRN ; wðtÞ dtÞ; X Þ: ð3:19Þ
Furthermore, the norm of F is bounded above by a constant depending only on
Fp;NðX Þ:
Note that if w  1 in Corollary 3.10, then (3.19) reduces to (3.18). Corollaries 3.9
and 3.10 remain valid if F is replaced with F1:
Proof of Corollary 3.10. Let fJkgkAN0 be the partitioning of RN given by
Jk :¼ ftARN : 2k1ojtjp2kg for kAN and J0 :¼ ftARN : jtjp1g
and set j1  0 and J1 ¼ | to simplify notation.
Fix fABAp ðRN ; XÞ: For each kAN0; since $jk  fALpðRN ; XÞ and X has Fourier
type p; one has that jk  bf ¼Fð $jk  f ÞALp0 ðRN ; XÞ; in particular, the distri-
butional Fourier transform of f is represented as a measurable function. Thus for
each mAN0
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and so (with a1 :¼ 0)
jj bf  wJm  wjjL1ðX Þp Xm
k¼m1





























jj bfjkjjLp0 ðXÞjjwwsupp jk jjLNðRÞ























akjj bfjkjjLp0 ðXÞpCFp;NðXÞ Xm
k¼m1
akjj $jk  f jjLpðXÞ
for some universal constant C: ThusZ
RN
jj bf ðtÞjjX wðtÞ dtp2CFp;NðX Þjj f jjBAp ðRN ;XÞ;
as needed. &
Let X and Y have Fourier type p and mABN=pp;1 ðRN ;BðX ; Y ÞÞ: Then Corollary 3.9
implies that bmAL1ðRN ;BðX ; YÞÞ only if p ¼ 1 since if p41 then BðX ; YÞ usually
does not also have Fourier type p: However, for p41; one can at least conclude from










ðRN ;BðX ;Y ÞÞjjxjjX :
A somewhat stronger statement than this, which is made possible by Corollary 3.10,
is needed.
Corollary 3.11. Let X and Y have Fourier type pAð1; 2
 and 1oqpp: Let
w :RN-½0;NÞ be a measurable function so that
ak :¼ 2Nk=qjjwwsupp jk jjLNðRN ;RÞoN for each kAN0:
Set A :¼ fakgkAN0 and let mABAq ðRN ;BðX ; YÞÞ-L1ðRN ;BðX ; YÞÞ have norm
M in BAq : Then there is a constant C; depending only on Fq;NðXÞ and Fq;NðY Þ;
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jjLrðRN ;XÞwðtÞ dtpCMjjgjjLrðRN ;YÞ for each gALrðRN ; Y Þ ð3:21Þ
for each 1prpq0:
Note that if w  1; then BAq ðBðX ; Y ÞÞ ¼ BN=qq;1 ðBðX ; YÞÞ: Also, Corollary 3.11
remains valid if one replaces bm with mˇ in (3.20) and (3.21).
Proof. The ﬁrst step is to show that the operator
LrðRN ; XÞ{f !Tr bmðÞfwðÞAL1ðRN ; LrðRN ; YÞÞ
is bounded for r ¼ 1 and r ¼ q0:
Fix xAX : Note that mðÞxABAq ðYÞ has norm at most MjjxjjX since
mABAq ðBðX ; YÞÞ has norm M and that ½mðÞx
4ðtÞ ¼ ½bmðtÞ
ðxÞ since
mAL1ðBðX ; YÞÞ: Thus by Corollary 3.10 applied to mðÞx; there is a constant C1;
depending only on Fq;NðY Þ; so thatZ
RN
jj½bmðtÞ
xjjY wðtÞ dtpC1MjjxjjX :
Thus, for simple functions fAL1ðX Þ;Z
RN
jj½bmðtÞ





 f ðsÞjjY wðtÞ dt dspC1Mjj f jjL1ðXÞ:
Thus jjT1jjpC1M:
Let X :¼ Lq0 ðRN ; X Þ and Y :¼ Lq0 ðRN ; Y Þ: Then Fq;NðXÞ ¼Fq;NðX Þ ¼
Fq;NðX Þ; and likewise for Y ; by Remark 2.3. Extend m to an operator
RN{t-mðtÞABðX ; YÞ by
½mðtÞf 
ðsÞ :¼ ½mðtÞ
ð f ðsÞÞ for fAX ; sARN :
Note that mABAq ðBðX ; Y ÞÞ-L1ðBðX ; YÞÞ has norm M in BAq since for each tARN
jjmðtÞjjBðX ;YÞ ¼ jjmðtÞjjBðX ;YÞ and jjð $jk  mÞðtÞjjBðX ;YÞ ¼ jjð $jk  mÞðtÞjjBðX ;Y Þ:
Fix a simple function fAX : Note mðÞfABAq ðYÞ has norm at most Mjj f jjX and
½mðÞ f 
4ðtÞ ¼ bmðtÞ½ f ðÞ
:
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Thus by Corollary 3.10 applied to mðÞf ; there is a constant C2; depending only on
Fq;NðY Þ; so that Z
RN
jjbmðtÞ½ f ðÞ
jjY wðtÞ dtpC2Mjj f jjX :
Thus jjTq0 jjpC2M:
Thus (3.20) holds for 1prpq0 by interpolation in the scale of Bochner-spaces
(see [5, Theorem 5.1.2]). Claim (3.21) is obtained by applying the same argument
to ½mðtÞ
ABðY ; X Þ: &
One more preparatory result is needed for the proof of Theorem 4.1. The proof of
the following lemma is due to Kalton and replaces our original (more complicated)
proof. Recall that fekgkAZ and fek0gkAZ were given in Notation 2.7.




















Proof. For akAf1; 1g; the sequences of random variables fekg; fek0g; fakekg; and




















Let fZkg be a sequence of f1;þ1g-valued, independent, symmetric random

















































again since u-ekðuÞ  ek0ðvÞ; for each ﬁxed v; is a sequence of independent random
variables with the same distribution as fekg: &
4. Fourier multiplier theorems
This section explores operator-valued Fourier multiplier operators. The assump-
tions of the main result, Theorem 4.1, may be somewhat awkward looking.
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However, with respect to the smoothness of the multiplier function, it is a rather
weak assumption that will make it easy to derive, in a uniﬁed way, several results
modeled after classical conditions, such as of Mihlin and Ho¨rmander, as shown by
the corollaries to follow.
Theorem 4.1. Let X and Y be UMD spaces with Fourier type pAð1; 2
 and 1oqoN:
Set eX :¼ RadqðX Þ and eY :¼ RadqðYÞ: Let m :RN \f0g-BðX ; YÞ be a measurable
function that induces a mapping M :RN-Bð eX ; eY Þ;
MðsÞ :¼ ff0ðsÞmð2ksÞgkAZ for sa0 and Mð0Þ :¼ 0;
that satisfies MABAp ðRN ;Bð eX ; eY ÞÞ with norm D where A ¼ fðk31Þ2Nk=pgkAN0 : Then
m is a Fourier multiplier from LqðRN ; XÞ to LqðRN ; Y Þ: Furthermore,
jjTmjjLq-LqpCD for some constant C depending on : X ; Y ; N; p; q; and f0:
Remark 4.2. (a) Recall that each UMD space has Fourier type p for some p41:
(b) Remark 2.10 provides a convenient way to compute the norm of M; indeed,
jjMðsÞjj
BðeX ;eYÞ ¼ f0ðsÞRqðfmð2ksÞ : kAZgÞ for each sARN :
(c) For the A in Theorem 4.1, there are continuous embeddings
W lpðRN ; ZÞCBsp;rðRN ; ZÞCBAp ðRN ; ZÞCBN=pp;1 ðRN ; ZÞ;
where N=posolAN and rA½1;N
:
(d) The exponent N=p is best possible in the following sense. Let Ap :¼
fðk31Þ2Nk=pgkAN0 : Note that the spaces B
Ap
p form a scale since, for 1ppoqoN;
B
Ap
p ðRN ; ZÞCBAqq ðRN ; ZÞ:
In general, it is not possible to replace B
Ap
p in Theorem 4.1 by a larger space B
Aq
q for
some q4p: This follows as in [13, Remark 4.9].
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Throughout this proof, the Ci’s denotes constants which
depend on at most: X ; Y ; N; p; q; and f0: Note that eX and eY are UMD spaces with
Fourier type p by Remark 2.10.
Since MALNðRN ;Bð eX ; eYÞÞ has bounded support, MAL1ðRN ;Bð eX ; eYÞÞ: Deﬁne
the function K by
RN{s-KðsÞ :¼ ðF1MÞðsÞABð eX ; eY Þ:
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LrðeXÞwðtÞ dtpC1DjjGjjLrðeYÞ for each GALrð eY Þ:
Also, K and K are strongly integrable by Corollary 3.9 and supp bKC supp f0:
Thus Remark 3.8(b) can be applied to KALNðBð eX ; eYÞÞ: Hence for KjðÞ :¼









LqðeY ÞpC2C1DjjF jjLqðeXÞ: ð4:1Þ
To see that inequality (4.1) implies the boundedness of Tm; ﬁx fASoðXÞ and let




f $fkþj  f gkAZ
  
LqðeXÞ¼ 3 f $fk  f gkAZ  LqðeX ÞpC3jj f jjLqðXÞ: ð4:2Þ
Note that MALN implies that mALN; thus it follows from Remark 3.8(b) that
Kj  F ¼ f $fj  hˇk  Tmð2kj Þ f gkAZALqð eY Þ ¼ RadqðLqðYÞÞ
since, for a.e. s;
ðKj  FÞ4ðsÞ ¼Mð2jsÞ bFðsÞ ¼ ff0ð2jsÞmð2kjsÞhkðsÞbf ðsÞgkAZ
¼ffjðsÞhkðsÞðTmð2kj Þ f Þ4ðsÞgkAZ:
Since hk is 1 on the support of fk; if j ¼ k then $fj  hˇk  Tmð2kj Þð f Þ ¼ $fj  ðTm f Þ:





















































Combining (4.1)–(4.3) gives that jjTm f jjLqðYÞpC6Djj f jjLqðX Þ: &
The following notation simpliﬁes the statements of corollaries to come.
Notation 4.3. Let RMNl ðBðX ; YÞÞ be the set of all measurable functions
m :RN \f0g-BðX ; Y Þ whose distributional derivatives Dam are represented by
measurable functions for each aANN0 with jajpl and
jjmjjRMN
l




R2ðfjtjjajDamðtÞ : tARN\f0ggÞoN; ð4:4Þ
where lAN0:
Note that if X and Y are Hilbert spaces, then jjmjjMN
l
ðBðX ;YÞÞ ¼ jjmjjRMN
l
ðBðX ;Y ÞÞ:
The following Mihlin-type multiplier theorem is an immediate consequence of
Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 4.4. Let X and Y be UMD spaces with Fourier type pAð1; 2




 þ 1: If
mARMNl ðBðX ; Y ÞÞ with jjmjjRMN
l
ðBðX ;Y ÞÞ :¼ A;
then m is a Fourier multiplier from LqðRN ; X Þ to LqðRN ; YÞ for each qAð1;NÞ:
Furthermore, jjTmjjLq-LqpCA for some constant C independent of m:
Remark 4.5. (a) Corollary 4.4 applies to Hilbert spaces X and Y with l ¼ ½N=2
 þ 1;
which recovers Schwartz’s classical result. For arbitrary UMD spaces, Corollary 4.4,
but with l ¼ N; was ﬁrst shown in [31], for a second proof see [15]. Furthermore,
[33, Remark 3.7] shows that the exponent l :¼ ½N=p
 þ 1 is best possible for Lp-
spaces.
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(b) The proof will show that assumption (4.4) on m can be replaced by the








R2ðfj2ktjjajDamð2ktÞ : kAZgÞ :¼ AoN: ð4:5Þ
Proof of Corollary 4.4. Let B :¼ BðRadqðXÞ;RadqðY ÞÞ: Without loss of generality,
via an approximation argument, suppmCftARN : 2npjtjp2ng for some nAN:
Thus, if sARN then MðsÞ :¼ ff0ðsÞmð2ksÞgkAZAB with the kth coordinate of MðsÞ



































By (4.5) and Ho¨lder’s inequality, MAW lpðRN ; BÞ: By Remark 4.2(c), Theorem 4.1
applies. &
Corollary 4.6. Let X and Y be UMD spaces with Fourier type pAð1; 2




 þ 1: Let mARMNl ðBðX ; Y ÞÞ and set jjmjjRMN
l
ðBðX ;Y ÞÞ :¼ A:
(a) Then m is a Fourier multiplier from H1ðRN ; XÞ to L1ðRN ; YÞ and
jjTmjjH1-L1pCA for some constant C independent of m:
(b) Then m is a Fourier multiplier from L1ðRN ; XÞ to Lwk1 ðRN ; YÞ and
jjTmjjL1-LWk1 pCA for some constant C independent of m:
(c) Then m is a Fourier multiplier from LNðRN ; XÞ to BMOðRN ; Y Þ and
jjTmjjLN-BMOpCA for some constant C independent of m:
Remark 4.7. A related result, which also covers the spaces Hp for po1 was found
independently by Hyto¨nen [17].
A word about what is meant by a Fourier multiplier for UMD spaces X and Y
for the function spaces in Corollary 4.6 is in order. Since SHðRN ; XÞ :¼
fASðRN ; X Þ : R
RN
f ðtÞ dt ¼ 0# $ is norm-dense in H1ðRN ; XÞ; it is clear what is
meant by a Fourier multiplier from H1 to L1: in Deﬁnition 2.4, just replace S by
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SH and Lq by either H1 or L1; accordingly. A linear mapping
T : L1ðRN ; X Þ-Lwk1 ðRN ; YÞ is (uniformly) continuous if and only if
jjT jjL1-Lwk1 :¼ supfjjTf jjLwk1 : jj f jjL1p1goN:
If a linear mapping T :SðRN ; X Þ-Lwk1 ðRN ; YÞ satisﬁes
jjTf jjLwk
1
ðRN ;YÞpCjj f jjL1ðRN ;XÞ for each fASðR
N ; XÞ;
then, since SðRN ; XÞ is a norm-dense subspace of L1ðRN ; XÞ; there is a unique
continuous linear extension eT :L1ðRN ; XÞ-Lwk1 ðRN ; YÞ of T and jj eT jjL1-Lwk1 p2C:
Thus it is clear what is meant by a Fourier multiplier from L1 to L
wk
1 : in Deﬁnition
2.4, just replace Lq by either L1 or L
wk
1 ; accordingly. The Schwartz class is not norm-
dense in LN; however, it is weak
-dense in LN: Since X and Y are UMD spaces
(in particular, reﬂexive)
½H1ðRN ; Y Þ
 ¼ BMOðRN ; YÞ and ½L1ðRN ; Y Þ
 ¼ LNðRN ; Y Þ
(cf. [8] for H1-BMO duality). Thus m is a Fourier multiplier from LNðRN ; X Þ to
BMOðRN ; Y Þ provided there is an operator TmABðLNðRN ; XÞ;BMOðRN ; YÞÞ
satisfying:
Tm f :¼ ½mbf 




Note that (4.6) guarantees the uniqueness of a norm-to-norm continuous operator, if
it exists.
Proof of Corollary 4.6. Throughout this proof, the Ci’s are constants that are
independent of m and the ﬁxed nAN:
For each jAZ and a ﬁxed nAN; let












So TMnABðL2ðRN ; XÞ; L2ðRN ; YÞÞ by Corollary 4.4. That TMn satisﬁes parts (a)
and (b), for some constant C independent of m and the ﬁxed nAN; follows from the
Benedek–Calderon–Panzone theorem for convolutions on vector-valued spaces
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(see [12, Chapter V, Theorem 3.4 and Remark ð3:30Þ; p. 494]) if one can show thatZ
jtj42jsj
jjKnðt  sÞx  KnðtÞxjjY dtpAC1jjxjjX ð4:7Þ
for each sARN and xAX : Inequality (4.7) is now shown via an adaption of the
classical argument in [30, Chapter VI, Section 4.4].
Fix xAX : For aANN0 with jajpl; by Leibniz’s rule,
jjDamjðtÞjjBðX ;Y ÞpAC32jjaj;























p 2jl0 jjxjjX : ð4:8Þ
























pl jjxjjX : ð4:9Þ















p jjxjjX : ð4:10Þ
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Let njðtÞ :¼ ½Dakj
4ðtÞ ¼ ðiÞjajtamjðtÞ for each jAZ: For bANN0 with jbjpl
jjDbnjðtÞjjBðX ;YÞpAC102 jjaj2jjbj
by Leibniz’s rule; thus, since ½Dbnj












Arguing as above gives thatZ
RN
jjDakjðtÞxjjY dtpAC132 jjajjjxjjX : ð4:11Þ
Thus, for each h ¼ ðh1;y; hNÞARN ;Z
RN
















pAC142 j jhjjjxjjX ; ð4:12Þ
indeed, just apply the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus to Rn{s-kjðt þ shÞxAY




jjkjðt  sÞx  kjðtÞxjjY dtpAC15jjxjjX ð4:13Þ






























! " j" #
pAC17jjxjjX
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since N=pol: This completes the proof of (4.7). Thus TMn satisﬁes parts (a) and (b)
for some constant C18 independent of m and nAN:
Towards showing part (a), ﬁx fASHðRN ; XÞ and let
G :¼ fgASðRN ; Y Þ: jjgjjLNðYÞp1g:
Then
jjTm f jjL1ðRN ;Y Þ ¼ sup
gAG









jjgjjLNðYÞjjTMn f jjL1ðY Þ
p lim
n-N
jjTMn jjH1ðX Þ-L1ðY Þjj f jjH1ðX ÞpAC18jj f jjH1ðXÞ:
Thus part (a) holds.
If fASðRN ; XÞ :¼ fgASðRN ; XÞ : supp bg is compactg; then Tm f ¼ TMn f for n
sufﬁciently large. Since SðRN ; XÞ is norm-dense in L1ðRN ; XÞ; part (b) holds.
Part (c) follows from part (a) and a duality argument. Since X and Y have





ðBðX ;YÞÞ (cf., e.g., [36, Theorem 2.2.14]). Thus TmAB
ðH1ðRN ; Y Þ; L1ðRN ; X ÞÞ with jjTm jjH1-L1pAC20 by part (a). Hence
ðTm ÞABðLNðRN ; XÞ; BMOðRN ; Y ÞÞ is weak-to-weak continuous and is of
norm at most AC20: Furthermore, ðTm ÞjSðRN ;XÞ ¼ TmðÞjSðRN ;XÞ: Thus part (c)
holds. &
Remark 4.8. One can use the estimates in the proof of Corollary 4.6 to give a more
direct proof of Corollary 4.4 avoiding Besov spaces. We indicate this for
p ¼ 1; l ¼ ½N
 þ 1: By assumption MðtÞ ¼ ðf0ðtÞmð2ktÞÞ and MðaÞ; where jajpN þ
1; have norm less than C in BðRadðXÞ;RadðYÞÞ: Estimates (4.9) and (4.10) applied
to KðtÞ ¼ MðtÞ3 with p ¼ 1 give R
RN
jjkðtÞjj dtoN for the operator norm on
BðRadðXÞ;RadðYÞÞ: Now apply Remark 3.8(a) and ﬁnish the proof as in the last
part of the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Our results are easily adapted to Sobolev spaces. Corollary 4.9 gives a ﬂavor of
this for fractional Sobolev process (see Deﬁnition 2.15).
Corollary 4.9. Let X and Y have UMD and Fourier type pAð1; 2









R2ðfð1þ jtj2Þs=2jtjjajðDamÞðtÞ: tARN \f0ggÞ :¼ ApN: ð4:14Þ
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Then m is a Fourier multiplier from HrqðRN ; X Þ to Hrþsq ðRN ; YÞ for each rAR and
qAð1;NÞ: Also, jjTmjjHrq-Hrþsq pCA for some constant C independent of m.
Proof. It sufﬁces to show that nðÞ :¼ ð1þ j  j2Þs=2mðÞ is a Fourier multiplier from
LqðRN ; XÞ to LqðRN ; YÞ; for then, the following diagram:
HrqðRN ; X Þ !
Tm
Hrþsq ðRN ; YÞ
Jrk kJrþs
LqðRN ; X Þ !Tn LqðRN ; YÞ
commutes, where Ju : Huq ðRN ; ZÞ-LqðRN ; ZÞ is the isometry deﬁned by
Juð f Þ :¼ ½ð1þ j  j2Þu=2bf ðÞ
3 for fASðRN ; ZÞ:
But
















and the terms f?g in (4.15) are uniformly bounded on RN \f0g: Thus assumption
(4.14) gives that nARMNl ðBðX ; Y ÞÞ and so Corollary 4.4 ﬁnishes off the proof. &
Ho¨rmander’s condition takes here the following form.
Corollary 4.10. Let X and Y be UMD spaces with Fourier type pAð1; 2




þ 1: Let m :RN\f0g-BðX ; YÞ be a measurable function whose distributional









p dt :¼ AoN: ð4:16Þ
Then m is a Fourier multiplier from LqðX Þ to LqðYÞ for each 1oqoN: Also,
jjTmjjLq-LqpCA for some constant C independent of m.
Proof. In the proof of Corollary 4.4, just replace (4.5) by (4.16) to see that Theorem
4.1 applies in this setting also. &
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The following corollary shows that our result improves on the multiplier theorem
of Bourgain even in the case of scalar-valued multiplier functions m: Its proof uses
the following equivalent norm [27, Proposition 3.1] on the Besov spaces Bsp;1ðR; ZÞ




0 :¼ jj f jjLpðR;ZÞ þ Bsp;1ð f Þ;
where fhðuÞ :¼ f ðu þ hÞ;
Bsp;1ð f Þ :¼
Z N
0
tswpð f ; tÞ dt
t
;
wpð f ; tÞ :¼ sup
jhjpt
jj fh  f jjLpðR;ZÞ:
Corollary 4.11. Let X and Y be UMD spaces with Fourier type pAð1; 2
: Assume that
for the function m :R\f0g-BðX ; YÞ there is some lAð1
p
; 1Þ and h040 so that, for some
constant A,
R2ðfmðuÞ : uAR\f0ggÞpA;
R2 jujl mðu þ hÞ  mðuÞjhjl
: u; u þ hAR\f0g and 0ojhjpjujh0
( ) !
pA: ð4:17Þ
Then m is a Fourier multiplier from LqðR; X Þ to LqðR; Y Þ for each qAð1;NÞ:
Furthermore, jjTmjjLq-LqpCA for some constant C independent of m.
Proof. Throughout this proof, the Cj’s are constants independent of m: Without loss
of generality, h0o14: Fix s so that 0o1posolo1:









 l ½mð2kðu þ hÞÞ  mð2kuÞ
 þ mð2kðu þ hÞÞ u
h
 l ½f0ðu þ hÞ  f0ðuÞ
:
So, since j0AS and lo1; assumption (4.17) yields, for each u; hAR\f0g with
0ojhjpjujh0;
R2ðfmkðu þ hÞ  mkðuÞ : kAZgÞ  h
u
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Thus, if jhjph04 then, with B :¼ BðRadqðX Þ;RadqðYÞÞ;






























Thus Bsp;1ðMÞpAC8 since 0osol and so MABsp;1ðR; BÞ with norm at most AC9: By
Remark 4.2(c), since 1
p
os; we can apply Theorem 4.1, one last time. &
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